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It has become very clear that the evolution of structure during supernovae is centrally dependent on
the pre-existing structure in the star. Modeling of the pre-existing structure has advanced
significantly, leading to improved understanding and to a physically based assessment of the
structure that will be present when a star explodes. It remains an open question whether low-mode
asymmetries in the explosion process can produce the observed effects or whether the explosion
mechanism somehow produces jets of material. In any event, the workhorse processes that produce
structure in an exploding star are blast-wave driven instabilities. Laboratory experiments have
explored these blast-wave-driven instabilities and specifically their dependence on initial conditions.
Theoretical work has shown that the relative importance of Richtmyer–Meshkov and Rayleigh–
Taylor instabilities varies with the initial conditions and does so in ways that can make sense of a
range of astrophysical observations. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.3101816兴
I. INTRODUCTION

II. STELLAR STRUCTURE

Stellar explosions involve the rapid release of energy
within a star, whose pre-explosion structure sets the initial
condition for the development of instabilities and perhaps
turbulence during the explosion. The explosion deposits momentum in the stellar matter which in turn affects the longerterm evolution of the supernova 共SN兲 event and the subsequent SN remnant. During the past 20 years, advances in
observations have produced clear evidence of structure and
asymmetry in stellar explosions, as evidenced specifically by
SN 1987A,1,2 the Cassiopaeia A 共Cas A兲,3,4 and Tycho5 SN
remnants, and more generally by spectropolarimetric evidence that asymmetric explosions are common.6–9 During
the same period, advances in multidimensional simulations
have led to modeling of stellar structure with an everincreasing level of detail. This has included work to understand convection and magnetic-field generation in our sun
and other stars, discussed below, and other works specifically
aimed at pre-SN conditions, which we refer below. Modeling
of core-collapse SNe has likewise advanced greatly, stimulated by clear evidence that explosions are typically asymmetric. Any SN explosion involves a blast wave created after
energy is deposited deep within the star, which results in
blast-wave-driven instability 共BWI兲 evolution as the blast
wave interacts with structure within the star. Experiments
have recently begun to produce and explore BWI evolution
relevant to the dynamics of core-collapse SNe. The combination of these elements has in turn motivated theoretical
work that provides a useful context for interpretation of the
results. This portion of the conference on high energy density
laboratory astrophysics brought together recent work on stellar conditions, SNe of the core-collapse type, BWI experiments, and related theory.

Stars contain convective zones because radiative energy
transfer proves insufficient to transport the heat generated in
the stellar core to the stellar surface, where it can be radiated
away. Vigorous research has been performed on turbulent
convection in the stellar case in recent years. Concentrating
on normal, main sequence stars, the sun has been a major
focus, one of the reasons being that truly detailed confrontations between observations and theory are feasible there.
Such comparisons often deliver favorable results in the case
of solar granulation, the outermost manifestation of the
sun’s convection zone. The very basic picture of granulation
has been invariant since the early pioneering work of
Nordlund:10 narrow cool downflow lanes border the broad
hot updrafts and concentrate deeper down into downflowing
plumes. Observations in more recent times increasingly hint
toward a surface magnetic field different from the sun’s general field, as for example in Ref. 11. Conceivably, this field is
generated by a surface dynamo. While there have been contradicting results on the possibility of such a surface
dynamo,12,13 recent work14 lends more credibility to this
idea. The results surely have to do with the high numerical
resolution used in that recent work. In the purely hydrodynamic case as well, resolution 共and thus the degree of turbulence generated兲 is crucial. Such high-resolution runs 共horizontal grid size of 10 km兲 show, for example, tubes of high
vorticity in the stably stratified solar atmosphere, see Fig. 1.
They are generated below in the turbulent convection zone
and ascend subsequently. The pressure in the center of these
tubes may be but one half of the ambient pressure, the tube
being stabilized against collapse by strong centrifugal forces.
These tubes sometimes arise as pairs with opposite sense of
rotation of the constituents.
Modeling of whole stellar convective envelopes marks
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FIG. 1. 共Color兲 High-resolution simulation of granular
flows 共horizontal grid size of 9.8 km兲. Isosurface:
temperature 共8000 K兲. Volume rendering: magnitude of
关grad共p兲 − p̄兴, where p is the pressure and p̄ is
horizontally averaged. Depth: 2.0 Mm; horizontal
4.1⫻ 3.9 Mm2. For discussion see text.

the other main area. In the case of the sun, one issue is to
match the rotational profiles as determined by helioseismology. Some important features are already reasonably reproduced, e.g., some aspects of the sun’s differential rotation,15
which earlier, more laminar simulations did not correctly reproduce. Again, the generation of the solar magnetic field by
a turbulent dynamo is at the center of interest. Current magnetohydrodynamic 共MHD兲 models get some dynamo
action.16 They fail, however, to obtain something as ordered
as the solar magnetic field and cannot reproduce the solar
magnetic cycle. This is ascribed in particular to the lack of a
proper description of the shear layer near the bottom of the
solar convection zone for want of resolution. This shear layer
共tachocline兲 has been generally thought to be crucial for the
operating of the solar dynamo, see Browning et al.17 for a
study of tachocline effects. Therefore it comes as a surprise
that even models of fully convective low mass stars 共lacking
any tachocline兲 now show magnetic fields with relatively
large axisymmetric 共ordered兲 components.18 While much still
has to be done in order to elucidate even basic features,
progress in modeling whole stellar convection zones is quite
significant. There is also progress in modeling stellar convection in stars more relevant to core-collapse SNe,19–21 although these cases are not constrained by measurement in
the way the solar models are. To a considerable degree,
progress can be ascribed to the possibility to perform simulations in an increasingly turbulent regime, even if they are
unable to resolve the actual degree of turbulence present in
stars.

are expected to be strongly asymmetric, producing highly
collimated relativistic outflows, a property expected to be
intimately linked to the central engine driving the
explosion.24
It is now widely believed that such asymmetries, although much milder and far smaller in scale, are in fact
ubiquitous among core-collapse events.7–9 The best observed
objects, Cas A and SN 1987A, actually provide direct evidence of intrinsic asymmetries. The Cas A SN remnant
is famous for its jetlike emission features and highly structured distribution of heavy elements.4 It is not clear,
however, whether the Cas A jets were produced by the central engine; an alternative, postexplosion mechanism has
been proposed.25 The situation is even less clear in case of
SN 1987A. Observations clearly demonstrated that large
scale mixing of chemical elements occurred very early on in
the explosion.26–29 Furthermore, high resolution speckle observations revealed the presence of a very fast moving localized emission feature30–32 that could possibly be interpreted
as a bidirectional ejection of material, perhaps a weak jet.33
The origins of mixing and asymmetries in core-collapse
SNs are undoubtedly deeply rooted in the explosion mecha-
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III. ASYMMETRIC IMPLOSIONS

Core-collapse 共type II兲 SNe 共Ref. 22兲 remain one of the
longstanding problems of theoretical astrophysics. A great
deal of observational data has been collected over the last
several years and this trend is firmly expected to continue
and strengthen. Recent observations revealed close connections between massive stars and gamma ray bursts, with the
long gamma ray bursts seeming to be directly associated
with core-collapse SN explosions.23 These extreme events

Spike

FIG. 2. 共Color兲 These radiographic images are from an experiment performed using a target with a 3D, two mode initial pattern where the wavelength of the additional mode was 424 m. These images are two views of
the same target where the views are orthogonal to each other. 共a兲 is viewing
the length of the tracer strip and 共b兲 is viewing the width of the tracer strip.
The target was imaged at 17 ns after the laser beams initially irradiated it.
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IV. RELEVANT LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

In the specific case of core-collapse SNe, a shock is
launched in the material that did not collapse inward, which
soon evolves into a blast wave characterized by a shock front
followed by a rarefaction. This blast wave is affected by
density or velocity structure that it encounters, especially at
the density transitions at composition interfaces. It steepens
these density transitions and deposits vorticity at them, creating local regions where initial structures may grow due to
Richtmyer–Meshkov 共RM兲43,44 processes, after which the
structures will be further amplified as the steep transition
decelerates by Rayleigh–Taylor 共RT兲45,46 instabilities. It has
been shown that the local evolution near an interface is accurately described by the Euler equations, and laser-based
laboratory experiments can produce conditions that are well
scaled to those in the star over a finite region for a limited
time.47,48 As is detailed in these references, the laboratory
system and the SN both have very large Reynolds number,
Peclet number, and radiation Peclet number, and both systems are sensibly described as fluids lacking phase transitions in the regime of interest. This implies that the same
fluid equations describe both systems. In addition, the postshock structure at the unstable interfaces is shown to be very
similar in the two cases. The postshock density jump in both
cases corresponds to an Atwood number of about 2/3. This
behavior has been explored in a sequence of experiments,
marked by steadily increasing precision of the diagnostics
and complexity of the structure.49–51 The potential for surprises exists in the high-Reynolds-number regime of these
flows, which cannot be fully simulated, especially if fluid
turbulence develops as the structures evolve.
The target for the experiments discussed at the conference is composed of two cylindrical layers of material within
a shock tube. It has a 150 m thick, denser layer of polyimide 共C22H10O5N2兲 material into which the blast wave is
launched, followed by a few millimeters of carbonized resorcinol formaldehyde foam. The densities of these materials
are 1.43 g / cm3 and 50 mg/ cm3, respectively. A slot is machined into the center of the rear surface of the polyimide
component. The slot is 75 m thick, 230 m wide, and the
diameter of the polyimide piece is 905 m. A strip of
“tracer” material is glued into the slot. The tracer material is
plastic doped with 4.3 at. % bromine and has a density of
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nism. Without question rotation and magnetic fields may influence the morphology of the explosion and, in extreme
cases, result in launching jets or highly collimated
outflows.34–36 The role of pre-SN evolution is infrequently
accounted for in modeling stellar explosions, but this may
play an important role in the mixing process37,38 and
evolution of the stalled accretion shock. Shock revival due
to neutrino heating of the postshock layers remains a primary
mechanism considered to be responsible for the
explosion.39–41 However, so far successful explosion models
have been obtained exclusively for relatively small masses of
progenitors.42 With the computational demands of the corecollapse explosion problem being truly extreme, this field is
bound to remain highly active for many years to come.
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FIG. 3. Asymptotic characteristic mode number m␣,f vs initial mode number
m0 predicted by the BWI bubble-merger model. At high initial mode number, the interface structure loses its dependence on m0, signifying that
memory of the initial conditions has been lost. When very low, the density
ratio has only a weak effect on the asymptotic interface structure.

1.42 g / cm3. The purpose of this strip is to provide contrast
in the x-ray radiographs obtained during the experiment. A
seed perturbation is machined into the rear surface of the
denser component. The experiments used several different
perturbations, all including the same base pattern, which was
a three-dimensional 共3D兲 single mode having an amplitude
of 2.5 m and kx = ky = 2 / 共71 m兲, in which kx and ky are
the wave numbers in two orthogonal directions along the
surface of the interface. This single-mode pattern resembles
an eggcrate. In two cases, this pattern is supplemented with
additional modes to create a “multimode” pattern having additional long wavelength modes in one direction, either of
212 or 424 m wavelength. In each case the maximum amplitude of the modulations is 2.5 m.
5 kJ of laser energy irradiates the target in a 1 ns square
pulse. The ablation pressure from the laser 共⬃50 Mbars兲
causes a strong shock wave to traverse half of the polyimide
layer before the laser pulse ends. The ablation pressure drops
abruptly when the laser pulse ends, causing a rarefaction
wave to move toward and eventually overtake the shock
wave. This creates a blast-wave structure moving toward the
interface between the plastic and the foam. The blast wave
crosses the interface, first accelerating it and then decelerating it as the shock wave driven into the foam steadily accumulates mass. Any structure on the interface causes vorticity
deposition by the shock front, creating a RM response. Subsequently, the density gradient across the interface opposes
the pressure gradient in the blast wave, producing further
growth of such structure by the RT instability. This experiment can observe the evolution of the interface until its deceleration becomes negligible.
This experiment is diagnosed by x-ray radiography using
a pair of backlit pinholes to project signal from two x-ray
sources onto x-ray film.52 The radiographs of Fig. 2, taken
17 ns after the laser beams irradiated the target, are from an
experiment performed using a multimode perturbation,
where the additional wavelength is 424 m. The long fingers in the image are spikes due to the RT instability. In both
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FIG. 4. 共Color兲 Log density plots showing the effect of
varying the degree of shock proximity by changing the
initial amplitude in a series of RAPTOR BWI simulations
seeded by low modes. At small initial amplitude, the
RM contribution to the fast-phase growth is also small
and the shock front is smooth. At about the threshold
predicted by the planar strong shock relations and impulsive RM model 共ka0 = 0.2 for ␥ = 1.4兲, the spikes extend to and perturb the shock front.

images the interface and the shock are moving to the right.
The grid on the images is used as a spatial fiducial. 关Fig. 2共a兲
is less distinct that Fig. 2共b兲 because additional postprocessing was needed to remove striations introduced by a filter
used in that specific case.兴 Some features on these images do
not correspond to data, including the thin, white streaks that
are scratches on the film and the bright, white pixels in Fig.
2共b兲 that are flaws in the film. In Fig. 2共b兲 there are only
three spikes visible and Fig. 2共a兲 has several more spikes.
This difference is caused by the tracer strip. Figure 2共a兲 is
viewing the length of the tracer strip and Fig. 2共b兲 is viewing
only the width of the strip and therefore detects fewer spikes.
V. VARIABLE ROLE OF RAYLEIGH–TAYLOR
AND RICHTMYER–MESHKOV MECHANISMS

BWI processes play a rich and varied role throughout the
evolution of SNe from explosion to remnant, but interpreting
their role is difficult due to the enormous complexity of the
stellar systems. Insight can be gained by considering the simpler and fundamental hydrodynamic instability problem of a
material interface between two constant-density fluids perturbed from spherical and driven by a divergent central
Taylor–Sedov blast wave.53 The existence of unified
solutions54 at high Mach number and small density ratio suggests that general conclusions can be drawn about the likely
asymptotic structure of the mixing zone. To this end one can
apply buoyancy drag55–58 and bubble merger models59,60
modified to include the effects of divergence and radial velocity gradients. In general, these effects preclude the true
self-similar evolution60 of classical Raleigh–Taylor but can
be incorporated into a quasiself-similar growth picture.
Where the unified solution to the one-dimensional 共1D兲
problem applies, multidimensional instability growth is not
predicted to be strictly unified. Loss of memory of initial
conditions can occur in the quasiself-similar model but requires initial mode numbers that are quite high. Despite the
high-mode-number requirement for true loss of memory of
initial conditions and the lack of strictly unified perturbation
growth, the late-time asymptotic structure of the mixing zone
is only weakly dependent on the initial conditions over a
wide range of density ratios and initial perturbations. Figure
3 illustrates this for models evolving from an initial condition in which a high-pressure interior region of constant density expands against a region whose constant density is a
factor of  times the initial interior density. Still, since very
high modes are not dominant in the initial conditions predicted for type II SNe19,20,61 their late-time instability growth
is likely influenced by details of the initial conditions.
Where large-amplitude modes are present in the initial
conditions, the contribution to the perturbation growth from

the RM instability is significant or dominant compared to RT.
The RM contribution will always be present where interface
and transmitted shock are misaligned whether due to pretransmission perturbations on the interface or the shock
front. Such RM growth of large-amplitude low modes can
yield proximity of the growing spikes to the forward shock
and structure that strongly resemble that observed in the type
IA Tycho5 remnant. Figure 4 illustrates this for a sequence of
simulations using the code RAPTOR to model the system described above with reference to Fig. 3. In these simulations a
spectrum of seed perturbations is present, with the perturbation of maximum amplitude having a product of wave number and amplitude given by 共ka兲6 for a mode number of six,
as indicated, and with the amplitude decreasing at higher
wave number as k−3/4. Here the polytropic index is ␥, the
density ratio  is 0.01, the initial radius of the interior region
is ri, the radius where the swept-up mass equals the interior
mass is rm, and L is the size of the computational domain
equal to 8.9ri and to 1.9rm. Initial conditions required to
produce the observed structure might naturally arise following a deflagration to detonation transition.62,63 Thus, largeamplitude low-mode RM can potentially resolve the current
discrepancy64,65 between the shock-interface structure observed in Tycho and numerical simulations.

VI. CONCLUSION

One can see in this recent work elements of convergence
among modeling of stellar convection, stellar explosions,
laboratory experiments, and fundamental theory. Improved
understanding of stellar convection will improve the accuracy of initial conditions used in modeling of stellar explosions and in laboratory experiments on BWIs. Formulation
of such models and experiments would do well to be informed by viewing observations in the context of the recent
theoretical understanding that the initial conditions affect the
relative dominance of RM as opposed to RT growth during
stellar explosions.
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